Physiologically based mathematical modelling of solute transport within the epidermis and dermis.
The stratum corneum is the main barrier to transdermal drug delivery which has previously resulted in mathematical modelling of solute transport in the skin being primarily directed at this skin layer. However, for topical treatment and skin toxicity studies, the concentration in the epidermis and dermis is important and needs to be modelled mathematically. Hitherto, mathematical models for viable skin layers typically simplified the clearance of solute by blood, either assuming sink condition at the top of the skin capillary loops or assuming a distributed clearance in the dermis. This paper is an attempt to develop a physiologically based mathematical model of drug transport in the viable skin. It incorporates explicit modelling of the capillary loops within the dermis and employs COMSOL Multiphysics® software to model the transport in three dimensions. Previously derived simplified models were compared to the results from this new numerical model. The results of this comparison showed that the simplified model reasonably described the average concentration in the viable skin layers when parameters of the models were chosen appropriately. When the recruitment of the capillary loops in the dermis was full and the top of capillary loops was at a depth of 100μm, the effective depth to place a sink condition in the simpler models was found to be at 150μm. However, when there was only partial recruitment of the capillaries, the effective depth increased to 180μm. The presented modelling is also essential for determining a transdermal flux when the stratum corneum barrier is compromised by such methods as microporation, application of chemical enhancers or microneedles.